**Springer reaches out for votes**

*By Scott Niles*

JERRY JERRY JERRY: Jerry answers questions from the press after his speech at the University last night. The College Democrats brought Springer here to speak about running for senator.

"My favorite thing about Beta 500 is just seeing all the chapters excited about being Greek." FAYE GAMBLE, PRESIDENT OF BETA THETA PI

**Greeks prepare for competition**

By John J. Davis

Local gas station site for fraud

By Scott Niles

With the creation of the Financial Aid Learning Program in the fall of 2005, the Student Technology Center has been able to offer new programs in concert with existing goals and accomplishing different goals.

An initial laptop program was created under the direction of Linda Cook, executive vice president, who created the center in the fall of 2006 using more than $10,000 from Student Challenge, an Ohio program which offers state institutions awards for having low-income students graduating in four years.

The program, then supervised by former manager of the center Kim Newsome, was on the front lines. It was established in gain more than 500 students with understanding majors a laptop computer for their four-year time at the University. This action was an effort to help many students.

Each student will have the ability to purchase their laptop in current value cause May.

According to Cerci, 12 additional laptops with student cards were issued to the infinite Library and it was two-thirds devoted among students affiliated with the offices of Academic Enhancement and Academic Enrichment and their former counterparts.

For most students, the distribution of portable computers has been a welcome addition to their lives.

"It is small, so I can actually park it around a little," Kate Allan, journalism, said. "As long as when I graduate I can buy it for a cheaper price."

A high level of interest among students with declared majors were issued to the infinite Library and it was two-thirds devoted among students affiliated with the offices of Academic Enhancement and Academic Enrichment and their former counterparts.

For most students, the distribution of portable computers has been a welcome addition to their lives.

"I think it worked not only well," Cerci said. "Only reason we wanted to build the laptop base for this pro-
gram is because we spread out its value." The center has more than a dozen computers to loan to students who are currently moving financial aid. Computers are now last for two consecutive semesters.

*U.S. officials talk about security*

By Robert Frost

University officials from northern Ohio asked to iron out real-world programs and services related to the gathering in the Union yesterday morning which engulfed the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and its three comptu-

Derry, Derry, Derry: Springer answers questions from the press after his speech at the University last night. The College Democrats brought Springer here to speak about running for senator.
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**Greeks prepare for competition**

By John J. Davis

"If we could have a girl out there in the middle, " Springer answers questions from the press after his speech at the University last night. The College Democrats brought Springer here to speak about running for senator.

"We could have a girl out there in the middle, " Springer answers questions from the press after his speech at the University last night. The College Democrats brought Springer here to speak about running for senator.

"I think it worked out very well," Springer said. "The only reason we wanted to build the laptop base for this program is because we spread out its value."

"I think it worked not only well," Cerci said. "Only reason we wanted to build the laptop base for this program is because we spread out its value."

"I think it worked not only well," Cerci said. "Only reason we wanted to build the laptop base for this program is because we spread out its value."
Gas station caught up in credit card fraud case

FRAUD REPORT

A gas station manager in the area of Markham, thinking it was a "normal" day. The suspect then went to a Wizardz Video Game and rented the video game to one of his associates such is the same scenario: Several times over the course of March the individuals stole

The Bombay Green Police Department received several similar complaints from credit card holders with fraudulent charges on their monthly statements, all involving Shadowers and all of the Kitchen. Kitchen said: "These transactions all happened within the same span of time. Kitchen said, acknowledging credit card fraud.

There are 48 states currently under investigation. The Chicago police would not comment on the incident. The Chicago police said that these do not seem to be any direct connection between the employees, who go out and get the information and the suspects.

It is more likely that these were all friends who pooled the scam, possibly men and women, Kitchen said. The criminals are liable for all losses or more in all civil suits or crim.
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U.S. was right to attack Saddam

JEREMY A. NEFF

Guest Commentator

In the April 10, 2003, issue of The BG News, I said that the United States had the guts to invade Iraq. Today, we may ask if we made the right decision, or whether we should have avoided the conflict. However, I believe that the United States did the right thing to begin with.

When the United States invaded Iraq, it was not just about removing Saddam Hussein from power. It was about halting the spread of terrorism and preventing future attacks on American soil.

President George W. Bush made the right decision when he ordered the invasion of Iraq. The United States had been warned repeatedly about the danger posed by Saddam Hussein and his regime. The United States, along with other nations, had tried to work with Hussein to address these issues. However, Hussein continued to ignore these warnings and refused to comply with international law.

In early 2003, evidence began to accumulate that Saddam Hussein was developing weapons of mass destruction. The United Nations had imposed sanctions on Iraq in an effort to prevent Hussein from obtaining these weapons. However, Hussein continued to violate these sanctions and develop weapons in secret. This was a clear violation of international law and a threat to world security.
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The Bowling Green football spring game is scheduled for tomorrow at 3 p.m. in Doyt Perry Stadium. The Falcons return 17 starters from the 2002 team that finished 3-6-1 and two nationally-ranked seniors, quarterback Matt Alkire and receivers Matt Hunt and Omar Jacobs. "It's nice to play in BG," head coach Scon Sehmann said. "I've always enjoyed coaching in BG. It's a special place."

Hunt said he expects a lot out of the Falcons as they head into the MAC schedule, dropping their first two games and improving to 6-5 with their MAC schedule.

The Falcons start their MAC schedule this weekend and already have a healthy squad for the season.

The Falcons have the tools to be two-time national champions for the Orange team and wide receivers' coach Zach Azzanni.

The Falcons are 4-8 overall and 2-5 in MAC play.

The Falcons are 7-3 overall and 4-0 in MAC play.

The Falcons are 7-10 overall and 2-4 in MAC play.

The Ball State defense surrendered all seven runs to the Falcons as they head into the MAC schedule, dropping their first two games and improving to 6-5 with their MAC schedule.

The Falcons start their MAC schedule this weekend and already have a healthy squad for the season.

The Falcons have the tools to be two-time national champions for the Orange team and wide receivers' coach Zach Azzanni.

The Falcons are 7-3 overall and 4-0 in MAC play.

The Falcons are 7-10 overall and 2-4 in MAC play.
Rainpostones first round

Timothy G. Touhey, a fourth-round selection of the Minnesota Twins, became the first player to win his first three matches of the U.S. Open in 40 years when he lost to Melker Endo, 6-3, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4, in the second round.

Rafael Nadal, who has been plaiging well, was expected to push through to the third round, but he was not able to maintain his form and lost to qualifier Miomir Kecmanovic, 6-3, 6-4, 6-2.

Federer, who was the last of the big names to be knocked out of the tournament, was feeling the pressure and was not able to find his rhythm in the match.

Tennis

Saturday's game at CMU set for 3 p.m.

BASEBALL

Northwestern's lineup for the Big Ten tourney

By Paul DeBree

The second round of the NCAA tournament is underway, and the team's most experienced hitter is hitting .423 to start the season. Getting good hits may be difficult, but Northwestern is 8-2 in five games over 500.

"It's a lot of fun," said Northwestern's head coach, "because you can see the progress we're making. We're learning how to play together like this, and when you're playing together, you're definetly going to improve." 

But Northwestern is playing well, and the team is hitting .423 to start the season. Getting good hits may be difficult, but Northwestern is 8-2 in five games over 500. 

"We're not going to win every game," said Northwestern's head coach, "but we're going to keep improving." 
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The team's most experienced hitter is hitting .423 to start the season. Getting good hits may be difficult, but Northwestern is 8-2 in five games over 500. 

"It's a lot of fun," said Northwestern's head coach, "because you can see the progress we're making. We're learning how to play together like this, and when you're playing together, you're definetly going to improve."
Why are experts predicting the CD's demise?

When it was introduced, the compact disc helped bail out the music business. Domestic sales of the new technology zoomed from 860,000 copies in 1983 to 298 million by 1998, and continued to surge by the hundreds of millions through the '90s. But with March marking the CD's 20th anniversary, the boom is over. Compact disc shipments in the U.S. plunged nearly 9 percent last year to just more than 800 million, according to the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA). The statistics confirm a downward trend that has been gathering steam since 2001, and continues this year, with CD sales down more than 6 percent from their already slack 2002 pace.

The ripple effect is only beginning as the music industry braces for a future that will involve the death of CD stores and the rise of wireless pocket-size MP3 players that will enable consumers to access thousands of hours of music at the touch of a button. The only real question is how long it will take for those scenarios to become reality.

"You can see CD sections in stores decline quickly over the next few years because they will be replaced by technology that provides the cheap storage and the ability to basically access and play any type of music anytime, anywhere," says Mike Dinnell, the CEO and Founder of Newbury Comics, a New England

Innocent downloads violate law

Dr. Andrea Whelan

Today's consumers have increasingly fast computer networks that supply students with a world of information at their fingertips. This high-speed network, however, also allows students to download music and movies easier and faster than ever before. What students may not be aware of, however, is that their innocent hobby may be violating copyright laws.

The Recording Industry Association of America, the Music Publishers Association of America and other copyright owners' groups sent a letter last October to more than 2,000 colleges and universities to inform them of the legal issues surrounding online file-sharing. The letter also asked for the colleges' help in their fight against the sharing and offered ways to stop it. The University was one such school that received a letter. A study by the Recording Industry Association of America estimates that 2.5 billion music files are downloaded illegally each month, mostly through unlicensed "peer-to-peer" services such as KaZaA, Minicar, and Gnutella.

The letter informed the University that unauthorized downloads of music files are workforce, and not the neglegible effects of easy piracy.

"We have a lot of work to do to educate students. We're only scratching the surface," said RIAA associate dean of arts at the University. Bruce Berenbakh, chief information officer at the Office of the CD at the University said that through seminars and information available on the Web, the University is continuing to beef up its educational efforts.

"We will continue to find better ways to educate," Petryshak said. "We are talking to the University to help in finding better ways to educate."
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excited with new relatives may take the initiative to plan revised group plans and social opti-

ments or complex career promotions are anticipated.

Platinum“ otherwise isn’t a divisive fixture, punctuation and point.
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Saturday April 12th
No Cover
21 & over please
Show starts at 10pm
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females, particularly women in the 15- to-24 age range.
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Michael Bolton, Celine Dion serve in Iraq war?

At Issue
Pulse writer examines the artists that should help in the war in his top 5 lists.

Micheal Bolton
4) Celine Dion — Celine hasn't been good since... ever.
5) George Michael — He's the best. The beautiful boy from Bournemouth hasn't had a good album since... ever.
6) The Trucks — Their song "Long Way Home" is on the soundtrack to "Succession: The Cold War". They'll be on this list.
7) C. C. Cannon Plants — Just kidding. He sucks.
8) Jerry Greenfield — Radiohead — The only great song from them is "High High High".
9) Dolly Parton — Just kidding. He sucks.
10) Jimmy Page — He's the headband who coined the phrase "Guitar Gently Weeps," he'd still be in this list;

The Top Five Most Underrated Rockers To Help Iraq to Help the War Effort
1) Nickleback — Aren't we all just people with problems? Michael Bolton... is the least of our problems.
2) 1 inkm Park — Weren't these the guys who had the hit "Hey"? It's never too early to start giving back.
3) Television — Proto punk还没到梦的状态 at 1077 with the bandmates Mountain Man.
4) The Rolling Stones — I saw their RRQ special. I listened a watershed apology from Mick and Keith.
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What is given by? 
Our website is a guide that drives to ensure general awareness and understanding of the student veterans' involvement at BG.

Why give to the university? 
"Thank you for your support. The Bloomberg Center for War Reporting is supported by individuals, businesses, and foundations... For more information about the BG Center for War Reporting, please visit www.gbgnews.com"

BRAND NEW HOUSING! FOR FALL 2003
Frazee Ave Apartments
2 bedroom, furnished / A/C
Garbage disposal, dishwasher

Come Check It Out!
GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

VILLAGE GREEN APARTMENTS
We're filling up fast!
Full for May
2 Blocks from Campus
380 Lehman
385-3838

You're invited to attend an open house!
Savor the ambiance... Enjoy the pillow-top beds... Relax in our spacious studios... Call today for more information... 385-3838

RELIEABLE PERSON? RELIABLE CAR?
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED FOR FALL 2003
Deliver BG News up to 3 hours every morning, M-F.

1) Requirements:
- Reliable car (truck preferred) with insurance
- Ability to work M-F 5:30 AM to 8:30 AM
- 100% dependable with outstanding employment history

Benefits:
- Outstanding pay
- Weekends FREE

Apply in person M-F 8:30 AM to 2:30 PM West Hall

Don't miss Beyond BG on April 24 in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union.

What is given by? 
Our website is a guide that drives to ensure general awareness and understanding of the student veterans' involvement at BG.

Why give to the university? 
"Thank you for your support. The Bloomberg Center for War Reporting is supported by individuals, businesses, and foundations... For more information about the BG Center for War Reporting, please visit www.gbgnews.com"
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**HELP WANTED**

New fall applications for summer and fall staff positions. all local and travel jobs available.

**PLAY SPORTS** have FUN pay MONEY

**FLEXIBLE** enjoy making life-long friendships in an apartment community.

**STUDENT/ES** are you LOOKING to earn $368-$1250 w/ week? Attn: HR - T'BG'DB. PO Box 590, to obtain, & prior early childhood standards for the Bowling Green service needs of the disadvantaged. Teacher WSOS Community Action Summer child care in Waterville, Maine, 6/9-8/22. Must have reliable

**FOR SALE**


**FOR RENT**

1 or 2 sub leasers needed. May 15. 03-

**NEVER WORK LUNCH AGAIN!**

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE

Now Hiring: Cook, Server, Host/Hostess, Bartender, Leverage, Server, General Manager.

**FOR RENT**

3 Sub leasers needed for 3 bedroom house this summer, $1,500.00/mo. - 3BR, 2BA, $1,700/mo. - 3BR, 2BA, $1,800/mo. - 3BR, 2BA. Call 419-342-1971 for more info.

**HELP WANTED**


**The Daily Crossword Fix**

1 Dafnis, musician. May 15. 03-

**Help Wanted**

Want to become a Peer Educator? Register for HHS 440. For information, call 419-353-8206.

**For Sale**


**For Rent**

1 or 2 sub leasers needed. May 15. 03-

**NEVER WORK LUNCH AGAIN!**

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE

Now Hiring: Cook, Server, Host/Hostess, Bartender, Leverage, Server, General Manager.

**FOR RENT**

3 Sub leasers needed for 3 bedroom house this summer, $1,500.00/mo. - 3BR, 2BA, $1,700/mo. - 3BR, 2BA, $1,800/mo. - 3BR, 2BA. Call 419-342-1971 for more info.